Abstract. We study the properties of some formal invariants involving the function G of general invertible linear di¨erence systems. We give a method to compute the G-order of an invertible linear di¨erence system by using an``irreducible form'' of the system. This yields an e½cient algorithm for computing the irregular part involving the function G in a fundamental matrix of formal solutions. Combining with [5] this gives a complete algorithm for an e¨ective computation of all the irregular part in a fundamental matrix of formal solutions.
Notations and introduction
Let s Z 1 be an integer. We denote by O s the ring Cx
À1=s of formal power series in x À1=s with coe½cients in the ®eld of complex numbers C. The quotient ®eld of O s , namely Cx À1=s x 1=s , will be denoted by K s . Recall that the algebraic closure of K s is the ®eld P m A N Ã K m , the ®eld of formal Puiseux series in x À1 over C.
For a commutative ring R with unit element and a positive integer n, the ring of n Â n matrices with coe½cients in R will be denoted by Mat n R. We write GLn; R for the group of invertible matrices in Mat n R. By diaga; b; c; . . . we denote the square diagonal (resp. block-diagonal) matrix whose diagonal elements are a; b; c; . . . (resp. matrices a; b; c; . . .). By companionc i 0YiYnÀ1 we denote the companion matrix The order function. A nonzero element a in P can be written as where n is an integer and s is a positive integer. We write orda for n=s. We put ord0 y. For all a; b A P one has:
(i) ordab orda ordb,
(ii) orda b Z min À orda; ordb Á , and equality holds if orda 3 ordb.
If A a i; j is an n Â n matrix with coe½cients in K s for some integer s Z 1, we de®ne its order, notation ordA, as ordA min i; j À orda i; j Á :
Thus a nonzero element A of Mat n K s can be written in the form:
Ax x
ÀordA y
i0
A i x Ài=s ;
where the A i 's are n Â n matrices independent of x with A 0 3 0. We shall call A 0 the leading matrix of A. It is easy to verify that ordAB Z ordA ordB and ordA B Z min À ordA; ordB Á for A; B A Mat n K s .
The shift operator. Let t denote the shift operator de®ned by tax ax 1 for any function a of x. Using the formal identity:
one sees that t de®nes a C-automorphism of P. That is a bijective map from P into P which has the following properties: for all a; b A P one has: ta b ta tb, tab tatb and tc c for all c A C. This C-automorphism of P has another important property, namely: ordta orda for all a A P. Finally, it is not di½cult to see that t induces a C-automorphism of K s (resp. O s ) which we will denote also by t.
Formal ®rst-order systems. A formal ®rst-order system of linear di¨erence equations is a system of the form tY x Y x 1 AxY x 1:1 where x is a complex variable, Y x is an unknown n-dimensional vector and Ax is an n by n matrix the elements of which are formal Puiseux series in x À1 . That is A A Mat n K s for some integer s Z 1.
If det Ax 1 j 0 then we will say that the di¨erence system is invertible otherwise it is called non-invertible. In the Section 2.1 we will show that a non-invertible di¨erence system can be reduced e¨ectively to an equivalent one which is either invertible (of lower dimenBarkatou and Chen, Formal invariants of di¨erence systems sion) or has zero as its matrix. Thus, in the rest of this paper, we may and will restrict ourselves to the case of invertible systems only.
Equivalent systems. Let s Z 1 be a ®xed integer and consider a formal di¨erence system (1.1) with a matrix A A Mat n K s . Let T A GLn; K s . The formal transformation Y x TxZx takes the system (1.1) into tZx BxZx 1:2 where Bx TA : Tx 1 À1 AxTx:
We shall say that the systems (1.1) and (1.2) (or respectively the matrices A and B) are equivalent under GLn; K s or simply equivalent if there is no confusion. More generally if the matrix T belongs to GLn; K sp , for some p A N Ã then we shall say that the systems (1.1) and (1.2) (or respectively the matrices A and B) are equivalent under GLn; K sp .
Formal solutions of an invertible linear di¨erence system. It is known (see [13] or [11] ) that an invertible linear di¨erence system possesses a fundamental matrix of formal solutions of the form
where M is a diagonal matrix the entries of which are rational numbers, R is a constant diagonal matrix with nonzero entries, Qx diag À Q 1 x; . . . ; Q n x Á with Q i x polynomials in x 1=sp (for some p A N Ã ) of degree < sp without constant term, C is a constant matrix, and F x is a non-singular matrix whose entries are formal series in x À1=sp . The matrices M; R and Qx are formal invariants (under the equivalence relation de®ned above) of the di¨erence system (1.1) and form the irregular part in the fundamental matrix of formal solutions (1.3). We de®ne the G-invariants of the matrix A (or the associated system (1.1)) to be the diagonal elements of the matrix M. The maximum of the Ginvariants of A is a particularly important formal invariant which we will denote by gA. It will be called the G-order of the matrix A (or the associated system).
The aim of the present paper. In a previous paper [5] we studied a restricted class, the class N, of normal di¨erence systems. That is systems of type (1.1) that are equivalent (under GLn; K sp for some p A N Ã ) to a system (1.2) with a matrix B of the form
Ài=ps , where I denotes the identity matrix. For such systems the matrices M and R in (1.3) are respectively the zero matrix and the identity matrix. We have developed an algorithm for computing the exponential part Qx for systems belonging to this class N (we refer to [5] for more details).
In the present paper we are concerned with the general class of di¨erence systems (1.1) (without any restriction). Our aim is the computation of the matrices M and R in the formal solutions (1.3) for invertible di¨erence systems.
For this purpose we shall follow the same procedure as in [5] or [4] . We shall at ®rst solve the problem of ®nding the G-order of a given matrix
We know from the literature (see [13] ) that the simplest situation occurs when the leading We shall answer these questions in the Sections 3.1 and 5. More precisely, in the Section 3.1 we introduce a formal invariant, the ®rst Moser invariant, of a di¨erence system. We describe an algorithm which transforms a given matrix A A GLn; K s into aǹ`i rreducible'' equivalent matrix B A GLn; K s . From this irreducible form one can compute the ®rst Moser invariant and immediately answer the questions (i) and (ii). In the Section 4, we study the reducibility of a scalar di¨erence equation and compute its ®rst Moser invariant. Using this result and the irreducible form of a matrix A we prove an estimate of gA which is very useful in the rest of this paper. Section 5 is concerned with the calculation of the G-order of a di¨erence system. We prove an interesting result which can be roughly stated as follows: the G-order of an irreducible matrix A can be obtained from the symmetric functions of A. Using this result and the reduction algorithm of the Section 3.2 we obtain an algorithm to compute the G-order (and then the G-invariants) of a given matrix.
Return now to the problem of computing the irregular part M; R in the formal solutions (1.3). In the Section 6.2 we show that combining the reduction algorithm (of the Section 3.1), the algorithm for computing the G-order (Section 5) with a classical block diagonalizing process (due to Turrittin) we obtain an algorithm which computes the matrix M and R for a given system. Finally, combining with [5] , we have a complete algorithm for the computation of the irregular part M; R and Qx in a fundamental matrix of formal solutions of invertible linear di¨erence systems. Proposition 2.1. Consider a system (1.1) with a matrix Ax A Mat n K s , Ax 1 j 0 and det Ax 1 0. Then the system can be reduced e¨ectively to a new system W x 1 BxW x of lower dimension such that either det Bx 1 j 0 or Bx 1 0.
Proof. Let r be the (algebraic) rank of A 1 Y r < n. We may ®nd a matrix P A GLn; K s such that
where C 11 is an r Â r matrix and C 12 is an r Â n À r matrix. Making the change of variables Y x Px À 1 À1 Zx in the di¨erence system (1.1) we get an equivalent di¨erence system of the form
Zx where D 11 is an r Â r matrix. It follows that if one writes
where Z 1 is an rdimensional vector, then one has Z 2 0 and
If D 11 x 1 j 0 and det D 11 x 1 0 then we repeat the above process with the matrix D 11 . Clearly this process can be repeated until we obtain a di¨erence system W x 1 BxW x of dimension m < n such that either det Bx 1 j 0 or Bx 1 0. r Without any loss of generality it may be assumed, and it will be assumed from here on, that det Ax in (1.1) is not identically zero. It is well known that an equation of the form (2.1) can be reduced to a ®rst-order system of linear di¨erence equations. This can be done in many ways. The standard procedure is to set Z y; ty; . . . ; t nÀ1 y t and C companionÀc i 0YiYnÀ1 . Then the vector Z is a solution of the system tZ CZ i¨y is a solution of the equation (2.1).
It is also true that any invertible linear di¨erence system tY AY , with
can be reduced to a single n-th order di¨erence equation with coe½cients in K s (see [7] ). This can be done by using cyclic vectors. For completeness we will recall here the de®nition of cyclic vectors and some of their properties.
Consider a di¨erence system tY AY . Let L l 1 ; . . . ; l n A K n s , and consider the sequence of row vectors fL i g de®ned inductively as:
Put y L 0 Y l 1 y 1 Á Á Á l n y n . Then, computing successively ty; . . . ; t n y and using each time the equation tY AY we obtain the n 1 equations:
Let P be the n Â n matrix whose ith row is formed by L iÀ1 , Z the column vector whose ith component is t iÀ1 y and B the n Â n matrix whose ith row is L i (for i 1; . . . ; n). Then the equations (2.2) can be written in the form Z PY and tZ BY : 2:3
Note that B tPA.
De®nition 2.1. The vector L is said to be a cyclic vector if the matrix P is nonsingular.
If L is a cyclic vector then equation (2.3) can be written in the form Y P À1 Z and tZ CZ where C BP À1 tPAP À1 companionÀc i 0YiYnÀ1 is a companion matrix. Hence it follows that the system tY AY is equivalent to the scalar di¨erence equation:
Note that this equation is by no means uniquely determined by the system tY AY . It depends on the choice of the cyclic vector L.
The following lemma is proved in [11] (see also [7] or [2] ).
Lemma 2.1. For any invertible di¨erence system of the form (1.1), there exists a cyclic vector.
Note that it is always possible to choose a cyclic vector as a polynomial in x
À1=s of degree Y n À 1. This yields an elementary algorithm for reducing a given system to a single equation. It is to be noted however that this reduction can be very costly. Hence in practicè`d irect method'' are to be preferred. Let N t D, called the Newton t-polygon of D, be the lower convex hull in R 2 of the points À i; ordc i Á for 0 Y i Y n and c i 3 0. The slopes of the sides of N t D are rational numbers (for more details see [6] or [7] ). De®nition 2.2. We call the biggest slope of N t D the G-order of the operator D and denote it by gD. We have
For a ®xed k, we de®ne the weight w k x Àj=s t i j=s À ki. Let s k D be the sum of the monomials of D with minimal weight. If k is a slope of
We de®ne the Newton polynomial of D associated to the slope k of N t D to be
From the standard literature (see for instance [1] or [7] ) we know that the slopes of N t D give the entries of the diagonal matrix M occurring in the irregular part of formal solutions (1.3) of D and the roots of the Newton polynomials of D give the elements of the diagonal matrix R. Hence scalar di¨erence equations that are equivalent to a given system (1.1) have the same Newton t-polygon. This leads to the following As mentioned above these are independent of the chosen cyclic vector.
Reducibility of invertible linear di¨erence systems
In this section we shall describe an algorithm that transforms, in a ®nite number of steps, a given invertible system (1.1) into an irreducible equivalent system with``maximal order at in®nity''. This irreducible form will be used in Section 4 to prove an estimate for gA and in the Section 5 to decide whether the G-order gA A 1 s Z. It will also be used to develop an algorithm for the computation of the G-order of a di¨erence system.
The method followed is similar to the one used by Moser in the di¨erential case (see [10] or [4] ). An analogous reduction problem for di¨erential systems is studied in [12] . We have already used a similar method for a certain class of linear di¨erence systems [5] . It is clear that the reducibility depends on s. But for simplicity we shall not precise if it is clear from the context. It must be proved that for invertible di¨erence systems (or matrices) the ®rst Moser invariant is a ®nite rational number. This is done in the following proposition. 
An analogue of
Therefore n Á ordB m H =s n Á ordA m=s. Finally ordB Y ordA m=ns and m 1 B Z ÀordA À m=ns for all Tx A GLn; K s , i.e. m 1 A Z ÀordA À m=ns. r
The following theorem gives a simple criterion for reducibility. Theorem 3.1. Consider a di¨erence system of the form (1.1) with
A x
ÀordA A 0 A 1 x À1=s Á Á Á A GLn; K s :
Let r rankA 0 . Then the system or the matrix A is reducible under GLn; K s if and only if
Remark. The polynomial BA; l depends on A 0 ; A 1 only
The proof of the Theorem 3.1 is similar to the proof used by Moser for di¨erential systems [10] . We have used it to prove an analogous theorem for the class of normal difference systems (for more details we refer to [5] ). It uses in particular the following lemma which we state for later use. Since reducibility depends only on the coe½cients A 0 ; A 1 one can expect that the reduction of m 1 A can be achieved by simple transformation matrices T. This is the subject of the rest of the section.
Algorithm of reduction.
In this subsection we give an algorithm to reduce a system to an irreducible one. A similar algorithm is developed in [5] for a certain class of linear di¨erence systems. The procedure followed is an adaptation to systems of the form (1.1) of the algorithm developed in [3] for di¨erence systems with factorial series coe½cients.
Proposition 3.2. Let Ax x
Àq A 0 A 1 x À1=s Á Á Á A GLn; K s with A 0 3 0. A necessary condition for the existence of a matrix Tx A GLn; K s such that where P 0 and P 1 are constant matrices with detP 0 3 0.
Proof. Since Ax is reducible, according to the Theorem 3.1 and the Lemma 3.1, there exists a transformation of the form (3.1),
Tx Pxx
Àa Qx A GLn; K s with a diaga 1 ; . . . ; a n ,
Since Q 0 is invertible, we have m 1 B m 1 C. And with T 1 x Pxx Àa one has
A direct calculation proves that C 0 depends only on the ®rst two terms P 0 and P 1 of Px. Therefore the transformation T 2 x P 0 P 1 x À1=s x Àa is such that Dx T 2 A with m 1 D < m 1 A. And ®nally from det Px 1 1 one has detP 0 1. r
We consider now an invertible linear di¨erence system of the form (1.1) with
Ax x
Àq A 0 A 1 x À1=s Á Á Á A GLn; K s and A 0 3 0. We suppose that A is reducible. We are going to give an algorithm to construct a transformation matrix Tx such that We will denote by I k and 0 k the identity k Â k matrix and zero k Â k matrix, respectively. D k diagI k ; 0 nÀk and E k diag0 k ; I nÀk . Consider the determinant
BA; l x
Àr=s detlI x 1=s A 0 A 1 j xy de®ned in Theorem 3.1. Remark that x Àr=s detx À1=s D r E r . One can write
It can be seen that 
with rankA 11 0 U 1 < r, where W 1 is an n À r À k Â n À r À k square matrix, k an integer and 1 Y k Y n À r, W 3 a k Â k upper triangular matrix with zero diagonal elements, the other matrices are in obviously corresponding sizes. Since rankA 11 0 U 1 < r, we conclude that m 1 TA < m 1 A. r
We can now give the following algorithm which, for a given matrix A A GLn; K s , constructs a non-singular matrix T which is polynomial in x À1=s such that TA is irreducible under GLn; K s .
Algorithm for computing a Moser irreducible form:
1. Compute r rankA 0 and G l A. Let tY CY , where C companionÀc i 0YiYnÀ1 , be the corresponding companion system. We can assume, without loss of generality, that all the slopes of the Newton polygon of the operator D are negative or zero, in other words gC Y 0. This can be achieved by a change of variables of the form (6.1) (cf. Section 6.1 below) (see [1] ). In this case ordc i Z 0 and ordC 0. It is evident that C 0 is nilpotent if and only if ordc i > 0 for all 0 Y i Y n À 1. Then according to the Proposition 3.2, a necessary condition for C to be reducible under GLn; K s to a matrix B with higher order is that ordc i > 0 for all 0 Y i Y n À 1. We will show now that m 1 C can be computed explicitly from the coe½-cients c i in this case. To do this we introduce the following two numbers
If det
It is clear that p exists. Geometrically p is the smallest number m A À1=sN such that the straight line through the point n; 0 with slope m stays below N t D. It is clear that r is an integer such that 0 < r Y n. Proof. De®ne p and r as in (4.1) and (4.2). Let
We have ordc i a i Z 0, for all i A f0; . . . ; n À 1g. Let a diaga 0 ; . . . ; a nÀ1 and consider the matrix
where Ox À1 designates a matrix with ord À Ox À1 Á Z 1. It is easy to see that
whereb i x Àx a nÀ1 Àa i c i x for i 0; . . . ; n À 1. Since for i Y n À r; a iÀ1 À a i p À 1=s and for i Z n À r; a i À a i1 p, a nÀ1 p, one has
where b i x Àx Àa i c i x for i 0; . . . ; n À 1. We have ordb i ordc i a i Z 0. We will now show that the matrix B is irreducible under GLn; K s . In fact ordB Àp Z 0 and 
Finally we get the last inequality of the lemma. r
G-order of invertible linear di¨erence systems
In this section we will study some properties of the G-order of invertible linear difference systems. Given an invertible di¨erence system (1.1) with A A GLn; K s , we ®rst prove an important property of the G-order with respect to the reducibility. This gives conditions to decide whether the G-order gA A 1 s Z. Recall (see [13] ) that when the leading matrix A 0 is not nilpotent then gA ÀordA A 1 s Z. Even when A 0 is nilpotent it is still possible that gA A 1 s Z. We shall prove our main result on the G-order of a di¨erence system. We shall use this result in the Section 6.2 to develop an algorithm to compute the G-invariants of di¨erence systems.
The case ordA 3 0 can be reduced easily to the case ordA 0 as we will see later in the Section 6.1. The interesting case is that ordA 0 in which case g 0 if A 0 is not nilpotent. There remains the case where ordA 0 and A 0 is nilpotent which we study in the sequel.
Theorem 5.1. Consider an invertible linear di¨erence system tY AY with Ax A GLn; K s . Suppose that ordA 0 and A 0 is nilpotent. Then the G-order gA < 0.
If gA Àl=sm with gcdl; m 1 then the system is reducible in GLn; K s H , where s H sm, to a new system of the form: 
Now, since PxPx 1 À1 I Ox À1À1=s then ord À APxPx 1 À1 Á ordA. Hence, according to the Lemma 5.1, one has orda i Àâ i Z 1 1=s n À i ordA.
If one writes
then for the same reason as above one has ordb i Àb i Z 1 1=s n À i ordB. From
and according to the Lemma 5.1 one has ordâ i Àb i Z 1 n À i ordÂ. Therefore
We can now give our main result on the G-order.
Theorem 5.2. Consider an invertible linear di¨erence system of the type (1.1):
with ordA 0 and A 0 nilpotent. Suppose that A is irreducible under GLn; K s . Let r rankA 0 and suppose that n À r=s < 1. Write
Put a n 1. For i 0; . . . ; n and a i 3 0, write a i x y jsÁorda i a i; j x Àj=s . Then
and the corresponding Newton polynomial is given by
where 0 Y i 0 < i 1 < Á Á Á < i h n denote the integers i for which Àgn À i orda i .
Proof. First note that gA < 0. By a cyclic vector one obtains a companion matrix C companionÀc i 0YiYnÀ1 which is equivalent to A under GLn; K s . Put c n 1. The matrices A and C have the same Newton t-polygon and polynomials since they are equivalent. Hence
where 0 Y i 0 < i 1 < Á Á Á < i h n denote the integers i for which Àgn À i ordc i .
It is clear that ordc i > 0 (for 0 Y i Y n À 1) since gC < 0. This implies that ordC 0 ordA. Now applying the Lemma 5.2 to the equivalent matrices A and C one sees that
Using the inequality Àg Y n À r=ns (Lemma 4.1) and the hypothesis 1 > n À r=s, it holds that This proves the theorem. r
Algorithm for the computation of the irregular part of formal solutions
We can now give an algorithm for computing the irregular part R x Gx M in a fundamental matrix of formal solutions (1.3) for invertible di¨erence systems of the general form (1.1):
where Ax x ÀordA A 0 A 1 x À1=s Á Á Á A GLn; K s . This algorithm is implementable in a computer algebra system. 6.1. First simpli®cations. We give in this section some transformations to simplify a di¨erence system of the form (1.1). The approach which will now be outlined is due to Turrittin [13] . For completeness we will describe it here.
Consider a system (1.1) with Ax x where ordÃ 0. This yields a new di¨erence system of exactly the same type as (1.1), where however, the order c has been reduced to zero. Once this has been done as will be assumed from here on, a normalizing transformation Y x PZx where P is a constant non-singular matrix, is made to reduce the leading matrix A 0 to its Jordan canonical form. Thus when (1.1) is given there is no loss of generality in assuming it has the form tY x y i0
A i x
Ài=s Y x; 6:2 where A 0 3 0 has the Jordan structure.
Let it be assumed for the moment that A 0 has the special structure A 0 diagJ 1 ; J 2 where J 1 and J 2 are square matrices which have no common eigenvalues. We can decompose the system (6.2) into two (or more) systems of lower dimensions and in so doing, separate the distinct eigenvalues of A 0 , by a sequence of zero-inducing transformations of the form
where I is the n Â n identity matrix, k is a positive integer and Q k is a constant matrix to be judiciously chosen. As a result of such transformation (6.3) one obtains a new system 
